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Abstract 
With the development of power grid in particular distribution, power network structure is becoming more and more 
complex, the Power flow calculation is also more and more complex, therefore we need to make the complex 
network simplification, the simplified load is the key of distribution network, so I did some research on the load 
model simplification method in this article. 
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1. Introduction 
Distribution network in operation, load nodes, often with a comb-like structure, but generally no meter 
record load. In order to make the flow calculation better reflect the actual operation situation of 
distribution network load, it is significance to reasonable analysis and modeling. In practical application, 
the people often simply attributed the load to a point in order to facilitate the calculation of distribution 
network load, so that although the calculation was simplified, but the model is not precise enough. In this 
paper the load model, considering the distribution network load comb structure characteristics, analysis 
one load displacement to two department and two load displacement to one department, and so on to a 
plurality of load and displacement, in order to facilitate flow calculation. 
2.  load displacement 
2.1.  one load displacement to two department 
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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Figure 1 
As shown in Figure 1, the graph of load SK Moved to two place, before and after displacement voltage, 
current, power remains unchanged in other parts of the network. 
Analysis is as follows: 
As shown in Figure, intends to move node load K to node i, j. Before displacement, injection power of 
node 1 which flows through the impedance Z1i power S1: 
After displacement, power through the impedance 
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before and after displacement, the two power should be equal, That is：
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And plan to ' 'i j kS S S+ =   ,Thus available: 
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iS 、 'jS  is the two load that moved kS  to i、j. 
2.2. two load displacement to one department 
Figure 2 
In figure 2, displacement the node load i, j to the node K, and know  position of K node .Before 
displacement, injection power of node 1, which flows through the impedance Z1i power is 
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After displacement, power through the impedance Z1i: 
before and after displacement, the two power should be equal, That is：
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Can be solved: 
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Be similar: 
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We can identify the location of the node K by Zik or Zkj. 
The above derivation from the voltage at both ends of power supply network relation sets out, its 
conclusion also applies to unequal voltage ends of power supply network, for the load displacement does 
not affect only the recycle power of decision which cause by the voltage difference . 
3. Application
For a length of wL uniform line, if the load is uniformly distributed on the line S. As the load is moved 
to two sides, there are 0.5i jS S= = .
The following proof: 
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As shown above, set the load S evenly distributed in the Lw, the load density is 
w
S
L
ρ = .
any load dL of one section is *dS dL ρ= , Displace it to two ends, By the formula (3) to deserve 
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Similarly available:
1
2j
S S= .
By
1
2i j
S S S= = , Further by the formula (4), can be equivalent to a load, Be equal to S, located at 
the midpoint of the line. 
In addition, can prove that, when the load is evenly distributed between the lines on the N points, 
each point load is 
S
N
, same existence results. 
4 Case study 
The jindaoying transformer 10KV bus I section and guojiaao transformer 10KV bus II segment for 
closed loop operation. 
As shown in Figure: 
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Closed loop operation on the jindaoying transformer 10KV bus Ⅰ section and guojiaao transformer  
4.1 Basic conditions 
（1）Three actual load of the jindaoying ring feeder，ld1＝ld2＝ld3＝1.375+j0.666(MVA) 
                                               [80A，cosA＝0.9,V=10.5kv] 
Three actual load of the guojiaao ring feeder，ld4＝ld5＝ld6＝0.687+j0.333(MVA)  
[40A，cosA＝0.9,V=10.5kv] 
（2）A total ring feeder of  jindaoying is 4, each section are LGJ185 ( 10kV ) -0.4km, total length is 
0.4 * 4 = 1.6km. 
A total ring feeder of  guojiaao is 4, each section are LGJ185 ( 10kV ) -0.4km, total length is 
0.4 * 4 = 1.6km. 
Jindaoying transformer 10KV busⅠsection The other load LI＝11.171+j5.410(MVA)  
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[650A，cosA＝0.9,V=10.5kv] 
Guojiaao transformer 10KV busⅡsection The other load 13.749+j6.659(MVA)  
[800A，cosA＝0.9,V=10.5kv] 
4.2 The results are as follows: 
Jindaoying 
transformer 
10KV busⅠ
section 
Guojiaao 
transformer 
10KV busⅠ
section
PQ of Jindaoying 
line
I PQ of Guojiaao 
line 
I
the actual 
value before 
loop 10.550 10.480 4.133+j2.011 252.8 2.063+j1.001 126.7 
the actual 
value after 
loop
10.551 10.479 4.567+j1.936 272.9 1.631+j1.081 108.1 
situation1 10.550 10.479 4.555+j1.917 273.4 1.632+j1.081 108.4 
situation2 10.525  10.460 4.168+j2.499 269.7 1.332+j1.628 116.8 
situation3 10.516  10.453 3.978+j2.714 267.5 1.179+j1.834 121.2 
5 Conclusion 
In order to make the distribution power flow calculation more convenient, and also make the error 
minimization, this article takes a simplified method that one load with two and two load with one, and 
analysis the power change after one load displacement to two department as well as impedance analysis 
after two load displacement to one department, and then the load is moved to a position. And analysis of 
the multi point condition. The situation is the same between the multi point load displacement and the two 
cases.
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